
Extra needed for this card: 
Craftables: CR1561 (Fijne 
Feestdagen Cirkel by Marleen), 
Text stamps: CS1036 (Hallo 
Winter by Marleen), Circle 
cutter

The Collection #106

Marleen van der Most
handmadebymarleen.blogspot.com

Materials used for all cards:
Craftables: CR1483 (Trees by Marleen), CR1567 (Snowman by Marleen), CR1568 (Art texture-Christmas trees), Die cut and embossing 
machine, Stamps+dies set: CS1058 (Banners by Marleen),  
Stamping ink: Archival jet black, Decoupage sheet: AK0076 (Eline’s Galaxy Backgrounds), Pretty Papers design paper pad: PK9164 
(Winter Days by Marleen), Papicolor card: Recycled kraft grey (322), Original raven black (901), pearly white (930), blossom (934), 
pine green (950), baby blue (956), light blue (964) and navy blue (969), Card: light orange, pale green, Metallic paper: CA3140 
(mint), CA3141 (light blue), Snow paper: CA3104 (glitter), Diamond gems: JU0938 (light blue and blue), Hemp cord: white, Lace, 
Pearls: CA3132 (white), Rhinestones: CA3136 (silver)

Extra needed for this card:  
Craftables: CR1551 (Big 
Tag), Creatables: LR0737 
(Snowy Window-A6), Text 
stamps: CS1070 (Christmas 
Mail by Marleen), Papicolor 

card Original: taupe (961), Decoration paper: CA3127 (silver), 
Ribbon: JU0950 (sweet colours)

Cut a 12 x 9.5 cm pearly white top-fold card.
Die cut the large label from design paper and adhere to the card, 
making sure the card can still be opened.
Die cut and adhere a large light blue metallic rectangle and a 
reinforcement ring from snow paper.
Die cut the Art texture Christmas trees from snow paper and 
adhere on the right.
Cut an 11 x 8 cm background picture. Die cut the window frame 
from navy blue and adhere to the background paper and then 
with foam tape to the label.
Die cut two trees from mint green metallic paper and adhere.
Die cut the parts of the snowman from different colours, 
assemble and adhere.
Die cut two banners, stamp a text and adhere.
Thread ribbon and lace through the opening of the label and tie 
together with hemp cord.
Complete the label with diamond gems, pearls and rhinestones.

Cut a 15 x 10.5 cm pearly white top-fold card.
Cut 14.5 x 10 cm light blue card, 14 x 9.5 cm light blue design 
paper and a 15 x 6.5 cm strip of striped design paper.
Adhere together with lace along the left-hand side of the strip.
Die cut the Art texture Christmas trees from snow paper, cut the 
strip in half and adhere at the top and bottom of the card.
Cut a 10.5 cm Ø circle from light blue metallic paper and a 9.2 
cm Ø picture. Adhere the light blue circle. 
Die cut the circular text from navy blue card and adhere with 
foam tape. Mount the picture on top.
Die cut the tree from mint green metallic paper.
Die cut the parts of the snowman from different card colours and 
assemble. Die cut two banners, stamp the texts and tie a rope 
through one of them. Adhere the layers to the label and finish 
off with diamond gems, pearls and rhinestones.



Die cut the Slimline distressed rectangle and stamp the horizon with Stazon midnight blue. 
Work the top with the mask stencil and blending tools with distress ink weathered wood and 
tumbled glass. Adhere to a 21 x 9.5 cm light blue card, a 21.5 x 10 cm medium blue one and 22 x 
10.5 cm kraft. 
Stamp and die cut three small Christmas trees and colour in with distress ink pine needles, peeled 
paint and chipped sapphire. Adhere to the card with foamtape.
Stamp the text and decorate the card with glitter glue and a star.

Die cut four scalloped squares and work, while the paper is still in the die, with the mask stencil, 
a blending sponge and distress ink. Remove the stencil and apply extra colour along the bottom 
and in the corners.
Adhere to a 13.5 x 13.5 cm light blue card, a 14 x 14 cm medium blue one and then to a 15 x 15 
cm kraft single-fold card. 
Stamp the text. Stamp and die cut one large and two small Christmas trees, colour in with distress 
ink pine needles, peeled paint and chipped sapphire. Use two small trees to make a bigger one. 
Adhere the trees with foamtape.
Decorate the card with glitter glue and stars.

Boukje van der Weit
boukjesblog.blogspot.com

Materials used for both cards:
Craftables: CR1569 (Slimline Distressed Paper), Die cut and embossing machine, Mask stencil: PS8106 (Tiny’s Frozen Window), Text 
stamps: CS1068 (Gezegende Kerst), Stamps+dies set: TC0887 (Tiny’s Snow Village), Stamping Ink: Stazon midnight blue, Distress 
Ink: chipped sapphire, peeled paint, pine needles, tumbled glass, weathered wood, Card: light blue, medium blue, kraft, Blending 
foam sponge, Glitter glue, Star sequins



Extra needed for this card:
Craftables: CR1561 (Fijne 
Feestdagen Circle by Marleen), 
CR1507 (Card Stand), CR1252 
(Skis), Creatables: LR0734 
(Tiny’s Gondola), LR0736 
(Tiny’s Pines-3), Craft stencil: 
PS8105 (Forest), Decoupage 

sheet: IT600 (Tiny’s Winter Landscape 2), Pretty Paper design 
paper A4-pad, double-sided: PK9172 (Frozen Forest), PB7059 
(Autumn Whispers), Card: dark blue, red, Decoration paper: 
CA3127 (silver), Snow paper: CA3104 (glitter)

Draw the outline of the trees of the stencil onto dark green card 
and cut out. Use the inner lines to draw the trees from different 
shades of green and checkered design paper from the Autumn 
Whispers pad. Draw part of a 27 cm Ø circle onto design paper, 
this can be done by tracing the outline of a plate in pencil. 
Only part of the circle is needed, the bottom of the card has a 
straight line. Adhere together. 
Draw the bottom half of the stencil onto snow paper.
Die cut the text stencil and the ski poles from silver, the ski 
poles from dark blue, the gondola from red and the trees from 
scraps of green design paper. Use brown card for the ski pole 
grips. Use the circle of the text dies to die cut the image from 
the decoupage sheet. The edges of the trees can be decorated 
with white ink. Draw a black line to attach the suspension 
systems of the gondolas. Adhere all parts to the card.
Complete the card with stars from snow paper.
Die cut a card stand to put the card on.

Extra needed for this card:
Craftables: CR1569 (Slimline 
Distressed), CR1252 (Skis), 
Creatables: LR0734 (Tiny’s 
Gondola), LR0735 (Tiny’s 

Forest Horizon), LR0736 (Tiny’s Pines-3), Text stamps: KJ1717 
(Kerstwensen), Stamping ink Versafine: onyx black, Stamp 
master: LR0029, Pretty Paper design paper A4-pad, double-sided: 
PK9172 (Frozen Forest), Card: brown, red, pine green, dark blue, 
Decoration paper: CA3127(silver), Snow paper: CA3104 (glitter)

Cut off 10 cm from an A4-size sheet of brown card and fold the 
biggest part in half creating a single-fold Slimline card. Die cut 
the background from design paper.
Die cut the trees from green and the trunks from brown. Cut off 
the green trunks and replace them by the brown ones.
Die cut the gondolas from red, the suspension systems from 
silver, the skis from dark brown and the ski poles from silver. Die 
cut the ski pole grips from black card.
Die cut hills from snow paper. Creating a snow-covered valley: 
lay the stencil alternately on the card and die cut.
Draw a black line to attach the suspension systems of the 
gondolas. Adhere all parts to the card.
Use the stamp master to choose the position for the text.

Marianne Perlot
mariannedesign.blogspot.com

Materials used for all cards:
Die cut and embossing machine

Extra needed for this card:
Stamps+dies set: EC0193 
(Eline’s Polar Bears), 
Text stamps: CS1067 
(Handgeschreven Kerst), 
Stamping ink Versafine: onyx 
black, Stamp master: LR0029, 

Decoupage sheet: AK0087 (Eline’s Snow & Ice Backgrounds), 
Card: ice blue, Copic Markers, Glitter glue

Cut out the background neatly and adhere to a 10 (high) x 17.5 
cm (wide) single-fold card. Use the stamp master to choose the 
position for the image.
Stamp the bear and colour in with Copic Markers or other 
colouring materials. Adhere with double-sided tape.
Decorate the edge of a few ice floes with glitter glue.



Extra needed for this card:
Craftables: CR1569 (Slimline 
Distressed Paper), Brush

Extra needed for this card: 
Mask stencil: PS8104 
(Henriette’s Backgrounds), 
Distress Ink: aged mahogany, 
festive berries, Distress 
Oxide Ink: antique linen, 
old paper, Dutch Doobadoo 
texture paste: transparent 
(870.000.001), Paint palette 
knife

Die cut the Slimline rectangle from stamping paper, stamp the 
poinsettias and colour in the image. Stamp the image onto 
scrap paper as well and cut out. Lay on top of the coloured 
poinsettias. 
Press the inkpad of distress ink gathered twigs multiple times 
onto a craft sheet and spray with water. Blend the ink and water 
with a brush. Make the first splashes on scrap paper to get rid of 
bigger blobs. Then make splashes on the stamping paper.
Colour the borders and edges of the stamping paper with distress 
ink vintage photo. Then stamp the text.
Stamp the poinsettias onto stamping paper again. This time 
only colour in the red flowers, cut them out and adhere on top 
of the others using 3D-glue.
Lay the Slimline template onto red card, trace the edges and cut 
out.
Adhere to a 10 x 21 cm dark green card and then to an 11 x 22 
cm carnation white single-fold card.

Cut an 8.5 x 15 cm card from stamping paper. Colour in with 
distress oxide ink antique linen and old paper. Spray with water 
and let it dry. Then stamp the poinsettias and colour in. 
Stamp the image onto scrap paper as well and cut out. Lay 
on top of the coloured poinsettias. Use the mask stencil and 
distress ink gathered twigs to apply spots and squares.
Colour the border and edges of the paper with vintage photo. 
Cut 9 x 15.5 cm red card and 9.5 x 16 cm green card and adhere 
all layers together.
Cut 5 x 7.5 cm stamping paper. Lay the background template on 
top and apply transparent texture paste into the apertures. Let 
it dry. Then colour the stamping paper with distress ink aged 
mahogany and festive berries. 
Cut 3 x 3 cm stamping paper. Firstly, colour it with aged 
mahogany and festive berries. Let it dry. Then lay the 
background template on top and apply transparent texture paste 
into the apertures.
Adhere each coloured card onto dark green card and trim leaving 
a 2.5 cm wide border.
Stamp the text in black ink onto carnation white card. Cut out 
and adhere to red and dark green, trimming each layer leaving a 
2,5 cm wide border.
Finally adhere all layers to a 14.5 x 17 cm carnation white singe-
fold card as per example given.

Sigrid Klingenberg
sigridklingenberg.blogspot.nl

Materials used for both cards:
Art stamp: MM1649 (Poinsettia), Text stamps: CS1068 (Gezegende Kerst), Distress Ink (Ranger): gathered twigs, vintage photo, 
Stamping ink: black, Papicolor card Original: carnation white (903), red (918), Card: dark green, Stamping paper, Craft sheet, 
Colouring materials: markers, coloured pencils etc., blending tools, Mister with water



Ilona van den Broek
instagram.com/Ilonavandenb
 
Materials used for all cards:
Die cut and embossing machine, Text stamps: KJ1717 (Giftwrapping: Kerstwensen), Stamping ink Stazon: jet black, Acrylic stamping 
block, Pretty Papers design paper A4-bloc, double-sided: PB7062 (Eline’s Sparkling Snow)
 

Extra needed for this card:
Collectables: COL1360 
(Christmas Star), Craftables: 
CR1483 (Trees by Marleen) 
CR1510 (Long Tags), 
Stamps+dies set: EC0193 
(Eline’s Polar Bears), Stamping 
paper: Crafter’s Companion 
Neenah classic crest card, 
Snow paper: CA3104 (glitter), 
Mirror paper: CA3134 (gold), 
Hemp cord: 1 mm white, 

Alcohol markers: ochre, teal and grey

Extra needed for this card:
Collectables: COL1502 (Eline’s 
Arctic Bear), COL1503 (Eline’s 
Winter Accessories), Craftables: 
CR1538 (Slimline Banners) 
CR1252 (Skis), Distress Ink: 
tea dye, Florence cardstock 
texture: miscellaneous colours, 
Card: white

Extra needed for this card:
Craftables: CR1360 (Basic 
Shapes-Circles), CR1495 
(Sprigs), Creatables: LR0680 
(Tree Log) LR0697 (Blossom), 
Distress Ink: tea dye, 
Decoupage sheet: AK0088 
(Eline’s Polar Bears), Card: 
light brown, white, Florence 
cardstock texture: mint green, 

Enamel dots: PL4515 (snow & ice), Washi tape: black/white

Die cut the complete star from design paper and the bottom half 
from snow paper too. Adhere together. Use the snow paper for 
the suspension hook too. 
Die cut trees from design paper and position on the horizon. 
Stamp the polar bear onto stamping paper, colour in with 
alcohol markers and then die cut and adhere. 
Die cut two gold-coloured stars and position for the bear to look 
at. 
Cut a label from design paper and stamp the text. 
Adhere to the suspension hook with hemp cord.

Cut a 21 x 21 cm white square and fold in half, creating a 
Slimline single-fold card. 
Use the largest Slimline frame and die cut two (half) parts from 
design paper and one (half) part from white card. 
Cut off one side of one part from design paper in a wavy line, so 
that the remaining part will be approximately 1/3 of the total 
card. 
Do the same with the white card. 
Lay the three parts onto the card as shown and cut to size. Then 
stamp the text. 
Die cut the bears and accessories, the fence and skis from 
coloured card. Work the skis with distress ink and complete the 
card as per example given.

Cut a 13 x 13 cm white single-fold card. Cut slightly smaller 
light blue design paper and a 5 x 13 cm strip. Adhere the layers 
to the card and decorate one side with washi tape. 
Cut a dark blue circle from design paper. 
Take the decoupage sheet and cut out a circle around the polar 
bear. 
Die cut a small circle from matching design paper and stamp a 
text. 
Die cut the log from light brown card and work with distress ink. 
Use mint green card for the twigs and white for the flowers. 
Adhere all parts to the card and complete the flowers with 
enamel dots.



Extra needed for this card:
Collectables: COL1487 (Eline’s 
Dog Accessories), Craftables: 
CR1513 (Alphabet Journal), 
Distress Ink: hickory smoke

Cut off 10 cm on the short side of an A4-velvet card and fold the 
large part in half.
Die cut the Slimline stencil from velvet card and work the card 
with a mask stencil and distress ink. Adhere to the single-fold 
card. 
Die cut the square die 3x and work with distress ink as well. 
Die cut the parts of the ghost 3x and assemble. Die cut the party 
hats and assemble. Adhere to the card as shown. 
Die cut the letters from black card and adhere. 
Complete the card with small figures from the punch die.

Extra needed for this card:
Collectables: COL1449 
(Alphabet XL), COL1501 (Eline’s 
Pumpkin), Craftables: CR1422 
(Tiny’s Spiderweb), Creatables: 
LR0738 (Branch), Distress Ink: 
rusty hinge, vintage photo, 
Holographic card

Cut off 10 cm on the short side of an A4-velvet card and fold the 
large part in half. 
Die cut the Slimline stencil from velvet card and work the card 
with a mask stencil and distress ink. Adhere to the single-fold 
card. 
Die cut the parts of the ghost and assemble. 
Die cut the pumpkin and work with distress ink. 
Die cut the spiderweb and branch from black card and the letters 
from holographic card. Adhere as per example. 
Complete the card with small figures from the punch die.

Rianne Smal
instagram.com/smalrianne

Materials used for all cards:
Collectables: COL1473 (Eline’s Halloween), Craftables: CR1450 (Punch die Halloween), CR1569 (Slimline Distressed Paper), Die cut 
and embossing machine, Mask stencil A4: PS8108 (Slimline Halloween), Distress Ink: carved pumpkin, wilted violet, Velvet card: 
white, Card: black 


